Abstract. The flooding of digital data necessitates the need for a system that can take information from multiple documents and provide it in a summarized form. Due to the unavailability of automatic tool for summarizing Malayalam documents, this work serves as an introduction. In this work, we have investigated on an extractive multi document summarizer for Malayalam language which uses a sentence scoring technique. An online Malayalam Wordnet is used in the work for semantic similarity checking. Sentence score is calculated based on the features selected for each sentence. Feature selection is done by considering the heuristic measures like sentence length, sentence position, presence of numerical data, existence of proper noun in a sentence, term frequency-inverse document frequency in the documents. Top ranking sentences are selected as initial summary. Then cosine similarity measure is applied to remove redundancies and the summary is generated as per the length specified. Experimental results demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed system on the data set selected as bench mark.
Introduction
With the enormous growth of online information, it has become humanly in-feasible to efficiently separate useful information from such a huge mass of data. This necessitates the need to develop tools that can process and extract relevant information. One solution to this information overload problem is offered by using efficient text summarization techniques. Text summarization is a method that aims to generate a condensed version of one or more textual documents by extracting the most significant content from it. In this age of Internet, text summarization has to play an important role as it can be used to get summary of related contents from different links. When considering newspaper websites the news related to the same incident will be published differently. Multi document summarization system helps to summarize these articles to get an essence of the incident.
Text summarization method can be classified into Extractive and Abstractive summarization. In extractive summarization, summary is generated by choosing significant sentences from the original document while in abstractive summarization, summary is generated by formulating new sentences according to the documents. Depending on the number of documents simultaneously analyzed, text summarization is classified as single and multidocument summarization. Multidocument summarization can either be generic or query dependent. Generic summarization system extracts main ideas from the text collection whereas query dependent summaizattion system selects sentences with respect to the query given by the user. This paper uses a sentence scoring method along with Wordnet for generating the extractive summary for multiple Malayalam newspaper articles which are similar in topic. Even though there are several methods previously proposed for English and other foreign languages, there is no complete system for Indian Languages especially Malayalam • The same word can appear with inflectional and morphological variations in sentences.
• Same concept expressed using synonyms in different sentences.
• Unavailability of a freely and publicly available corpora. The proposed method addresses these issues while generating the extractive summary. We have followed a simple and effective method for scoring sentences which does not require a training phase nor a deeper semantic analysis of the sentence. Wordnet is an online lexical reference system in which Malayalam nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are organized into synsets. In this system wordnet is used to obtain semantically related words.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 discusses the related work in the area of extractive summarization which takes sentence specific features; section 3 discusses the overview of the proposed system; section 4 discusses the results and discussion and section 5 concludes the paper.
Related Work
In this section we will have a study on the work done in the area of extractive text summarization. The very first work on summarazation was by LUHN [1] in 1958 which was based on frequency of words in a document. The sentences that contain those frequent words were important than other sentences in the document and were chosen as part of the summary. In 1958 Baxendal [2] took sentence location as a scoring criterion along with word frequency to calculate the sentence score. H.P Edmundson [3] in 1969 included two more features title word and cue words for determining the sentence weight. In 2001 MEAD [4] a centroid based summarization model was introduced where all documents were modeled as bag of words. Nobata.et.al [5] in 2001 used sentence location, sentence length, TF/IDF, headline and query as score functions to extract significant sentences. Vasudeva Varma.et.al [6] in 2005 considered sentence level features and word level features for scoring the sentences.Abuobieda.et.al [7] in 2012 developed a pseudo genetic based model for text summarization.They used title feature, sentence length, numerical data and thematic words for scoring sentences. Rafael et.al [8] analysed the scoring features using ROUGUE evaluation matrix. Mendoza et.al [9] addresses the summarization problem as a binary optimization problem and used sentence position, sentence length, title similarity, cohesion and coverage as target function for sentence scoring. The ideas obtained from these works have been the source of motivation and the inputs gathered from the related methodologies facilitated in designing the layout for the proposed summarization system for Malayalam.
System overview
The overall architecture of the proposed system is shown in Fig:1 . The summarizing system takes multiple Malayalam documents coming under a single topic as input. The input documents are in text file format. These files are subjected to preprocessing where the stopwords get eliminated and then stemming is performed on the sentences. Now the sentences are scored and top ranking sentences are taken as the significant sentences for the summary. The system assigns score to each sentence based on a set of features. Features include the sentence position, sentence length, number of numeric data in the sentences, number of proper nouns in each sentence, and the term frequency inverse document frequency for each sentence. Word net is used to perform the semantic similarity checking which affects the metric for the score of each sentence. 
Pre-processing phase
Following steps are performed in the pre-processing phase.
• The segmentizer module of the system breaks each document into sentences.
• Remove stop words like 'athe','avan','ithu', etc. which does not contribute to the understanding of the main idea presented in the text.
• The words in each sentence gets converted into its root form which is literally called stemming.
Sentence Scoring
Scoring of sentences to extract most relevant sentences from the input document is done by taking the weighted average of the features identified. Features like sentence position, sentence length, number of numeric data, number of proper nouns in each sentence are extracted from the segmentized text prior to stopword removal and stemming. The TF-IDF feature is extracted from the preprocessed text.
Sentence Position
Sentence Position is the position of a sentence in a document and the value is normalized to a scale of 0 and 1. It is calculated as per the equation, PositionF=(maxpos −curpos+1)/maxpos (1) where maxpos is the maximum number of sentences in the document and curpos is the position of the sentence in the document.
Sentence length
The Sentence length feature is defined as
where Len ( S i ,k ) is the length of sentence i in k th document and N the total sentences in
Doc k

Numeric value as a feature
The sentence containing numerical data is relevant as it indicates event related attributes like time of occurrence, population, death toll, statistical data, etc., and is most probably included in the summary. The score is calculated as the ratio of number of numerical data in the sentence to length of sentence.
NumF=
No . of numerical data∈ S i Length of sentence S i
Proper Noun Count
To obtain the proper noun count in sentence, the sentences are tagged using the POS tagger [11] . Here the tagger takes tokenized text and outputs parts-of-speech tagged text. From the tagged text we can obtain the count of proper nouns in each sentence.
Proper NounF= No. of propernouns ∈ S i Length of sentence S i
Tf-Idf Score
The goodness of a sentence is usually represented by the importance of the words present in it. TF-IDF is a simple but powerful heuristic for ranking the sentence according to their importance. A Vector Space model is built at the sentence level by grouping all the sentences of the documents. Now for scoring the sentences, we determine the TF-IDF of each sentence in a document. The Tf-Idf calculation is done on the preprocessed text.
where is the number of times the term t occurs in the sentence and gives the information about the number of sentences in which the term t appears.
Idf t =log (
N N t ) (6) where N is the total sentences in a document D and is the number of sentences in a document D in which the term t occurs. Taking the sum of TF-IDF of each term t in the sentence, we get the TF-IDF score of each sentence in the document. Since longer sentences will be having more no.of terms, we apply L2 Normalization to get the resultant score.
The terms identified for the vector space model are called the keywords of the vocabulary. In order to improve the quality of keyword selection, Parts Of Speech(POS) tagging is considered. POS tagging is the process of annotating the terms in the text with its parts of speech based on its definition and the context in which the term is used. The terms which belong to the Noun category and Verb Category are retained in the vocabulary. Before finalizing the vocabulary, it is checked for the existence of synonyms. This is done by comparing the terms with the Word Net for malayalam [10] . Word Net is an online lexical reference in which Malayalam nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are arranged into synonyms set or synset, each representing one underlying concept. A synset is a set of synonyms, and two words are said to be synonymous if their mutual substitution does not change the meaning of a sentence in the given context. The system interacts with the Word Net to get the synset-id of each term. The words with common synset-id are conceptually similar and only one word from this set is retained in the vocabulary. Making use of word net while constructing the term frequency matrix, improves the chance of a sentence in the summary.
Summary Generation
The sentence score is calculated by taking the linear weighted combination of all features. The overall score of a sentence S based on the features will be,
Now we have a key,value pair consisting of sentences and its corresponding scores from all documents. Before ranking the sentences we performs the redundancy elimination using cosine-similarity measure. The similarity between two sentences , is calculated as
+The similarity score will be between the values 0 and 1. 0 denotes the sentences are dissimilar and 1 denotes the sentences are similar. Taking T as the threshold, the dissimilar sentences and their corresponding scores are selected. Now the sentences are sorted in descending order based on their score. According to the compression ratio, the summary length is found. Now the summary is generated till the summary length is reached.
Experimental Results and Discussion
Text summarization in Malayalam Language is in its infancy, no standard data set is available. To test the performance of the system, three types of document sets coming under different domains, each with two articles that are related taken from prominent news paper websites were used. The articles extracted were saved as text files in UTF-8 format. The human generated summary for each document set was used as the reference summary for evaluation. We are following an intrinsic evaluation scheme by comparing the system generated summary with a reference summary. If the compression ratio is 70%, the summary length will be 30% of the length of the largest file. The summarization system selects representative sentences from these input documents to form an extractive summary. The common information retrieval metrics, precision and recall are used to evaluate the new summary.
Precision, Recall, F-Measure
Precision and Recall is determined on the basis of the system generated summary and the reference summary(human summary).
Recall is the fraction of sentences chosen by the person, that were also correctly identified by the system.
Recall= system :humanchoice overlap sentences chosen by human
Precision is the fraction of system sentences that were correct.
Precision= system:human choice overlap sentences chosen by system
F-measure is defined as the composite measure of Precision and Recall.
The system was tested and analyzed on the data set selected with different compression ratio. As the sentences are scored based on sentence related features, the increase in number of proper-nouns in a sentence can make the sentence to be included in the summary, even though it has not much relevance. Incorporating a word net check before finalizing the keywords improves the term frequency score, there by the TF-IDF score which makes the sentences significant in the summary. As the number of sentences in the system generated and ideal summary is same the precision and recall measure values will be the same. The reference summary is human generated depending on person to person there will be change and this can affect the performance of the system. If the input documents are of reasonable length then the system gives a comparable result for all compression ratio. 
Example
The system takes two related articles as input as in Fig.2 and Fig.3 . With 50% compression ratio the summary generated by the system is as in Fig:4 . 
Conclusion
Multidocument summarization system has a lot of significance in this fast growing digital world as human find difficulty in manually summarizing multiple documents. The proposed method discusses extraction based summary generation for multiple Malayalam documents coming under a single topic, by considering certain sentence specific features. Our approach is domain independent, even though we have illustrated with news articles. From the analysis we can say that this is one of the simplest and effective method for summarizing multiple documents. The usage of word net for finalizing the keywords in the vector space model has increased the term frequency score. This method does not need more semantic knowledge. As a future enhancement after considering relevant number of sentence related features, rather than taking the highest score sentence as summary sentence, we can use genetic algorithm based approach for summary generation. Lack of cohesion is an important drawback of extractive based multidocument summarization, improving cohesion in summary generation can be taken as a future work.
